: ©Kendra Strode. The display above Carleton's main helpdesk location, comprised of various Apple computers and origami creatures.
INTRODUCTION
Technology plays a significant and increasing role in higher education, with use of internet resources in a course increasing by 300% from 1995 to 2000 alone [1] . With that increase in both campus and personal computing use for members of the higher ed community comes the parallel need for additional IT infrastructure and the professionals who can support it at every level. As the number of students who have been employed by IT at Carleton has increased over 60% since 2000 according to data gathered by Carleton's Institutional Research department, it is possible this trend is more broadly true, and therefore unsurprising that some number of IT professionals, particularly those in higher education, got their start as an entry level technician at their alma mater's service desk, or related IT role.
Rather than considering the transition from a campus job to a career path to be serendipitous, the authors wanted to explore the range of factors that led student-staff-turned-IT-professionals, past and present, to consider and ultimately pursue such a transition.
The following sections explore the primary elements of work positions at Carleton College that have played a role in that transition for each author, with added context from a survey of nearly 40 current student and alumni employees, as well as a dozen follow-up interviews, which can be explored in more detail in Appendix A.
Because the IT support structures at Carleton have changed alongside the changing technology, we will discuss "service desks" when referring generally to any of our past support structures and to the "helpdesk" when discussing our current IT service desk. The helpdesk supports all students, staff, and faculty, and has been our consistent IT support structure since 2011. We also focus on the experience of students at our own primary support desks, though other IT perspectives both at Carleton and at other institutions could offer additional insights.
INITIAL WORK ASSIGNMENT
At Carleton, students are primarily hired to our service desk as incoming first-year students. They complete a simple work preference form indicating areas of interest, and can optionally attach a resumé. Because we can teach technical skills, we prioritize hiring based on customer service experience. As a result, we don't typically have a pool of student employees predisposed to IT careers. That said, placement at the support desk still has a potential impact on long term career choices.
When Trevor Freeland, recent alumnus and student and current Technology Support Associate at Carleton, first received his student work position he was relieved; a job working at the helpdesk and not the dining hall. Though he always had an interest in computers, it had not been significant enough to consider a job in IT in the future. However simply being placed in the IT helpdesk and finding the assignment a relief over more common work assignments created the foundation for the interest to develop.
Similarly, Kendra Strode, alumna and current Technology Support Specialist, had worked in a grocery store prior to arriving at Carleton having only dabbled with personal computers throughout middle and high school. Her primary interest was physics and pursuing a career as a high school teacher, but the assignment to the helpdesk role was the same unexpected but appreciated relief it proved to be for Trevor.
In a survey of current and alumni support desk student staff, 62% reported feeling little or no qualification for their IT support role before starting, and only 15% reported feeling highly qualified. However, 64% of current students would consider a short-term career in IT, 27% would consider a long-term career, and 53% of alumni respondents are currently in IT positions. In the survey results we found that students who felt more qualified when they began working at the Carleton support desk were slightly more likely to consider either a short or long term career in IT (p = .037). While feeling qualified at the start of an IT support role appears to have an effect on the likelihood considering some form of a career in IT, across the interviews conducted after the survey, experiences prior to working the service desks at Carleton were very diverse, and it was important to us to look at other factors in a student's work study career to determine if any other significant patterns emerged.
SCHEDULING AND SHIFTS
The service desks have had various scheduling structures over the years, but they are all founded on shift-work for the student technicians. Shifts range from one hour to one hour and fortyfive minutes to align with class structures, with hourly shifts after classes and on weekends. Students are allowed to work as many contiguous shifts as they would like to and are able to. Throughout our various service desk structures, the most common scheduling mechanism has been to allow students to self-select shifts within the bounds of specific requirements outlined in Appendix C. The intensity of work can vary significantly from shift to shift. Though shifts need to be staffed during all open hours, some naturally involve more calls or field work than others.
For Trevor, the idea of IT as a career path was seeded when scheduling shifts fall term freshman year. Prior to starting at the helpdesk, Trevor worked at an apple orchard for five eight-hour days a week during the summer and correspondingly chose to schedule long shifts his first term. Trevor ended up with a few short shifts and one long five-hour block of shifts during standard business hours. This long shift provided timing flexibility that facilitated scheduling him for troubleshooting work in the field almost weekly. This challenged his assumption that helpdesk work would be limited to sitting and waiting for a phone to ring. The long shift block created a positive feedback loop of frequent assignments on more complex problems promoting further development of skills, trust and responsibility, and thus more assignments.
In contrast, Kendra had a more sporadic schedule throughout her time as a student employee. The tendency toward scattered and shorter shifts was echoed by 62% of survey respondents and most follow-up interview participants. The timing of shifts and their duration were less important overall than the exposure to appealing opportunities, which is explored further in experiences below.
SPECIALTY POSITIONS
Though shift schedules and their corresponding opportunities can vary significantly over time, students seeking more experience can pursue several different specialty positions, all explained further in Appendix B. Toward the end of a technician's first year, they can choose to or be invited to apply for a variety of these roles. Trevor was interested in working with hardware, having built his own PC in high school, and doing more in-depth troubleshooting inspired by seeing other student-computer repair technicians (Dropoff Consultant, or DOC), so the application for this role was a clear next step. This position prioritizes attention to detail, patience, strong communication skills, and an understanding of when to stop and ask for help. The work Trevor had done during shifts provided vital insight to confirming his qualification for the position.
Training for the position is almost entirely done by shadowing experienced DOCs, allowing self-guided growth at an individualized pace. In particular, Trevor found it interesting to receive fresh training in a new area of expertise, which helped broaden his horizons and experience different IT opportunities. Learning to diagnose and independently fix problems was tremendously rewarding. Not only were the increased skills and responsibility more engaging, but the fact that the vast majority of the troubleshooting and oversight came from student peers made the position feel independent of the helpdesk and inspired a greater sense of personal ownership and responsibility.
Pursuit of specialty positions was a significant factor in Kendra's career consideration as well, starting with the DOC, and expanding into other roles. What was surprising in the survey results is the lack of any meaningful correlation between specialty positions and consideration of IT careers. However, survey comments and interviews did emphasize the diversity of opportunity as an influential experience. Peter McCrea, current student considering IT as a career, summarized: "There are lots of opportunities in IT at Carleton, more than you could ever utilize -even something like shifts in the library give you different experiences. " Even those who are not in strictly IT fields did find benefit of these positions and have carried those experiences into their non-IT careers, such as alumna Lily Sacharow who, "helped found the AzTech position at Carleton, which led to my interest in issues of accessibility and assistive technology" as a college librarian.
BREAK WORK AND PROJECTS
Diversity of work experience at Carleton services desks is also found through working full-time during the breaks between academic terms. Student techs work standard business hours, providing more opportunity for longer term client interactions and independent project work. Trevor's first break experience required the added responsibility of self-directed scheduling. Needing to balance his commitments to varsity soccer, he negotiated a flexible position leading into sophomore year, stopping in and completing work tasks as scheduling permitted. This schedule was well adapted to two particular assignments: summer lab maintenance and ticket queue management. Lab maintenance was a highly independent task. It required identifying which labs were scheduled for maintenance, running the process, updating our records, and reporting any errors, a relatively straightforward task on a large scale.
Additionally, ticket queue management was a vital but challenging task for the summer-long student staff who were more fully engaged in major projects. Trevor's fresh energy and perspective allowed him to relieve the general support pressures on the summer staff, by making sure that the tickets got routed to the correct people in a timely fashion and communicating next steps with clients. Trevor excelled at translating technical responses to clients, and persevered in seeking updates on tickets that were difficult to manage by asking questions and proactively reaching out to other techs. At the end of the break Trevor was offered the Support Associate Supervisor (SAS) tech position. This was a clear demonstration of the positive feedback loop experienced by some techs: increased responsibility and ownership during term inspired interest in working in a larger capacity during breaks, which then provides more context for identifying strengths and expanding experience through more specialty positions.
In a similar fashion, summer break work identified Kendra as a candidate for rebuilding a previous specialty position of Network Consultant, which had dwindled due to increased demands on the Network Administrator's time. In the larger pool of survey respondents, about 48% of respondents worked at least one break, though there was no meaningful correlation to considering IT careers. One survey respondent said, "It was really working over breaks and the projects involved there that made me turn to IT" while other interviewees mentioned that it was more a tool to provide stability over breaks while laying the groundwork for employment after college. Current student, Eileen Lower, emphasized that their priority upon graduation is geographic flexibility and time to determine their overarching career goals. Eileen does not know what career path they will pursue, but working breaks has provided a means of developing robust professional skills without needing to navigate the complications Carleton's academic calendar can have on internships.
STUDENT-LED MANAGEMENT AND INITIATIVE
Particularly when helpdesk engagement has grown rapidly, student techs have the opportunity to continue to expand and explore at Carleton. Early in Trevor's sophomore year he was encouraged to apply for the DOC manager position, responsible for managing a team of 10 student workers. This new role required scheduling, designing training, and developing work processes to improve timeliness and client communication. It was a significant increase in responsibility, and provided a glimpse into yet another IT career leadership path. While management is not limited to IT work, combining it with the technical skills Trevor had developed was a unique and impactful opportunity as a student employee, and he cultivated both skills over the following two years. Rather than stepping into management of an existent position, Kendra's opportunity to revive the NetCon position provided ample opportunity to innovate and experiment with the type of work the student consultants could take on, as well as how to navigate scheduling and coordination with IT professionals outside of the helpdesk context. The types of student-led work has changed over time, but was often mentioned in follow-up interviews. Jonathan Harris transitioned from Carleton directly into an IT career. He shared that the ability to work independently on a wide range of tickets for clients including students and faculty gave him first-hand experience working with diverse issues and levels of expertise that is useful in his current IT-support career.
CONTINUAL GROWTH AND OPPORTUNITY
Opportunity led to increased responsibility and engagement, which in turn opened up new opportunities -a typical pattern for many of our student technicians. Trevor worked a full summer break leading into junior year. That summer, project and vacation timelines left Trevor as the most senior technician for a full two-week period, so he received and handled the majority of calls during that time. Additionally, all summer student staff manage an independent project, through a process described in previous work by Strode [2] , and Trevor led the overhaul and update of the loaner equipment system, WebCheckOut which had become practically unusable for the majority of student technicians. He ran a full inventory, revised all policies, and helped with a multiple-version upgrade. This was the first major project that he worked on for IT as the lead manager and his experiences were pivotal in the transition from "student work" to "potential career," and Trevor first began to consider applying for the 5th-year IT internship position. After summer, Trevor accepted the Network Consultant specialty position which fostered an interest in another full summer position. Trevor was responsible for the ticket queue, and was assigned the largest and most nebulous project to-date: assisting with the collaboration for selecting a new ticket management system with Carleton's peer institution, St. Olaf. Kendra served as the full-time staff partner, and the scope of this project was new even to her, so the previously established trust and responsibility were significant factors informing the assignment of this demanding project work. Trevor specifically helped with the Carleton implementation of live sandbox demos for the three finalist products and led to his participation as a project member with staff at both colleges. This not only expanded his skills, but also gave the department ample experience working with Trevor to offer the opportunity of the 5thyear intern position with the possible option of early graduation to take on early preparation for major summer construction needs.
Kendra's experience followed a similar trajectory, with a summer break of largely independent public lab maintenance and replacement leading to interest in new roles, and a following summer of building network closets in newly constructed dorms. Her exploration of new ideas and willingness to share them with others encouraged her then supervisor, Kevin Chapman, to ask her to develop training for the student service desk technicians. This ultimately laid the groundwork for the department hiring her full time to create training for the then-separate staff and faculty helpdesk technicians.
The diversity of available experiences over time was a very common theme in the survey. One respondent remarked that, "What makes me interested in working in IT is that I like how I can pick up new skills on the go as well as the satisfaction of tangibly fixing things. " Several other students commented that over time they had various experiences during which they realized "Yes, I can really do this. "
OTHER FACTORS
In the survey and interviews conducted with respondents, there were several other factors we saw emerge as influential to individual techs when considering post-college pathways. Even if technicians did not end up in IT, the following themes resonated with them and provided useful skills and experiences both during and after their time at the service desk.
Academic Interests
A student's academic interests were often cited as a significant reason a student was not considering IT as a career. Of the 37 respondents to the survey, 9 of them specifically mentioned graduate school as their post-college plans. For some, this plan included the potential of a short-term position in IT, but their eventual goal was a career in line with their academic interest. Of our survey respondents that chose to mention their academic interests, 8 were interested in Computer Science while 10 mentioned a discipline outside of CS that they wanted to pursue.
Cross-applicability of IT Skills
Current students and alumni alike called out the value of skills learned in their IT positions. Current student Anthony Cho said that, "I'd never really talked on the phone much before this, so that aspect of the job has been useful even when just talking to my parents. " Karen made a point at the end of the interview to say, "even though I didn't end up going into a career in tech, per se, I can't emphasize enough how useful these [helpdesk] skills are." Another alumnus, Jeffrey Juul echoed that his academic interests were significant but, "you wouldn't believe how much I use my IT skills to support my [non-IT] team. "
Mentoring and Networking
Another influencing factor was the role of mentoring, and connections while working at the helpdesk. Jonathan Ahn received his first post-college job after connecting with a former support-desk colleague, and other techs mentioned making friends and meeting roommates through work. Not only did students and alumni mention those who had mentored them but also the rewarding impact of mentoring newer techs. Current student Melanie Bullock shared that she is "motivated to come in to work, unlike many of my friends. . . I love mentoring and helping new techs, making their experience better." Alumnus Brennan Kuo summarized this dual influence directly, saying "The ability to mentor others and be mentored has greatly changed how I approach my work with my team members. That, combined with the documentation project that I worked on, has led me to become my team's lead in documentation efforts. "
CONCLUSION
Through the personal experiences of the authors, a survey of current and former student workers from Carleton's support desk and a dozen follow-up interviews many themes appeared when considering why a student may, or may not, transition from viewing IT as a student work assignment to a potential career path. Ahmed Abdirahman, a recent alumnus, succinctly captured one final takeaway from many survey and interview responses. He said he learned in IT that, "you never really know for sure [what problems you'll face] and so you just have to trust that you'll figure it out and get comfortable in that uncertainty. "
In our survey, the wide variety across current students and alumni, and the experiences they were exposed to seemed to lead to few statistically significant results. However there were interesting topics raised, and the sample small, even within our own population. If given the opportunity, the next steps in exploring this transition would be to more broadly and systematically gather information from students across a range of higher education service desks, as well as longer-range student employment data. This would require standardization of terminology and a better structure for normalizing the results, but could provide insights on how the presence and quality of a range of experiences contribute to the potential for drawing skilled and engaged student technicians into the IT workforce.
A SURVEY RESULTS
Here is a link to our full, anonymous survey results: http://bit.ly/ NotJustAJobSurveyResults
The survey was conducted via Google Form, and link will be maintained as long as possible.
Consider a few notes on survey methods and structures to add some context for how we got the information?
B SPECIALTY POSITIONS
At the helpdesk we have multiple specialty positions that students can apply for or be selected for. These require specific skills and cover a variety of other essential functions that the support desks have provided over the years. We are unable to provide any pay benefit for these positions, but the opportunities and typical added flexibility and control over their work environment has served as sufficient incentive for students to take these positions.
The current specialty positions that Carleton helpdesk offers as of spring 2019 include:
• AzTechs (Assistive Technologists):
AzTechs are ITS student staff specially trained to support assistive technology -hardware and software tools designed to assist students with some form of learning disability, such as speech-to-text and text-to-speech programs.
• DOCs (Drop-Off Consultants):
DOCs are responsible for the diagnosis, maintenance and repair of student-owned computers, addressing hardware, software and data recovery problems. • LabRats (Lab Repair and Tech Support):
The LabRats are help to keep over 400 refreshing computers and the corresponding labs and classrooms in good working order, emphasizing pro-active troubleshooting.
• NetCons (Network Consultants):
The NetCons work closely with the Network Administrator, providing on-site, first-tier support for network infrastructure problems across campus. • SAS Techs (Support Associate Supervisors):
SAS Techs serve as the intermediary tier of support between the HD Supervisors and Carltechs writ large. SAS Techs also provide on-call support in the evenings.
• Desktop Systems Techs:
Desktop Techs work closely with our Desktop Systems team packaging and testing all of the campus software.
• Hardware Techs:
Hardware Techs work closely with our Hardware management team helping inventory, imagine and deploy machines across campus.
C SCHEDULING DETAILS
The current and longest-running scheduling mechanism involves an hour-long meeting with all student CarlTechs (or a proxy sent in their place). An outline of our schedule is drawn on a whiteboard and we have a set number of whiteboard markers available for use. Students know how many hours they have available to schedule for the desk and below we describe how they can get those hours scheduled, annotated to describe why certain procedures exist.
(1) Business-hour shift: All CarlTechs must select one shift during business hours at the helpdesk, to ensure we have in-person interactions with all our techs. This is done by order of seniority (a points system awards points for terms and breaks worked). However in our fall term, new techs schedule their business-hour shift first to ensure the returners don't claim all the preferred shifts.
We realized there were some techs who preferred evening or weekend shifts or working at our library helpdesk to the exclusion of being at the main helpdesk and we might not interact with them for several terms. Additionally new techs needed a clear way to get exposure to standard helpdesk operations, so we added this round to ensure all techs have time at the main desk when we can interact with them in-person. (2) Open & close shifts: During this round, any tech can claim an opening shift and the following shift, or a closing shift and the preceding shift. At this point, no more than one tech can claim a shift. We had difficulty covering these shifts in the past. Allowing even younger techs a chance to claim shifts that they like improved our coverage of these shifts substantially.
(3) Half of remaining hours: Techs subtract business-hour and open/close shifts from their total schedulable time and divide by two. Rounding up, they schedule half of their hours this round, in order of seniority as determined by points (no fall-term change for new techs applies at this point).
By allowing techs to only schedule half of their hours, we retain flexibility for later rounds of the scheduling meeting. Shifts are capped at 2 people where 3 would normally be allowed, and at 1 person where 2 would normally be allowed to encourage broader coverage of shifts. (4) Fill the gaps (aka: chicken): During this round we identify any un-staffed shifts, and then allow any tech who can fill those shifts to claim them, with no restriction by seniority, though new techs are not allowed to work at our library location. After voluntarily covered shifts are taken, we then stand at the board, call out empty shifts and ask for coverage, allowing the techs to call out and offer swaps and trades to cover the gaps. (5) Finish hours: Once the schedule is fully covered, we allow students to finish scheduling any remaining hours, again in order of seniority. All shifts can be filled completely.
We have found this works best for our diverse scheduling needs and is the most efficient way to create the schedule. Student ownership of the process increased attendance, and our ability to use our points structure as a reward for good work (as we cannot give raises) allows us an incentive for breaks and other work tasks.
